
Tork Matic® Hand Towel Roll 

Do you want to cut your hand towel 
consumption, one sheet at a time?

Key benefits

Up to 1400* hand dries  
per roll

Stub roll feature ensures  
no waste

Single sheet dispensing 
reduces waste and 
consumption 

Tork Easy Handling®  
packaging is easy to carry, 

Improve hygiene by only 
touching the paper you take

 Tork Matic®

H1

High capacity
system up to

1400
hand towels



Tork Matic® Hand Towel Roll 

Excessive hand towel consumption can cost you a lot of money and disposing of the 
unnecessary waste takes time out of already busy schedules. With a smarter hand 
towel system you can control consumption, cut service costs, improve hygiene and 
leave a lasting impression.

GB: 

 01582 677 570   TorkCS.uk@essity.com   tork.co.uk

ROI & NI: 

 +353 (0) 1 793 0150  TorkCS.ie@essity.com   tork.ie

Tork Matic Soft Hand Towel Roll 
Advanced

 
All-rounder: our most popular 

performance

Tork Matic Soft Hand Towel Roll 
Premium

  
Extra Soft: high quality and gentle on 
the hands  
QuickDry: dries hands more quickly 
and thoroughly

Tork Matic Blue Hand Towel Roll

 
Blue: traceable towel food contact 
approved for wiping

Tork Matic Extra Long Hand  
Towel Roll

 
Extra long 1ply roll: ideal for busy 

Refills

Lower costs, increase hygiene and improve your image 
The Tork Matic Hand Towel system is ideal for busy washrooms that 
demand both comfort and hygiene. By only dispensing one sheet at 
a time, visitors take only what they need, reducing your costs. 

Dispensers

*Tork Universal Hand Towel Roll 280m roll when on the 20cm dispenser sheet length setting (Elevation sensor 
dispensers only).

Tork Matic Hand Towel Roll Dispenser 
with Intuition™ Sensor

Tork Matic Hand Towel Roll 
Dispenser

Easy loading 
saves time

Prevent towel 
run outs 

indicator

Create 
a good 
impression 
with smart, 
stylish 
design

Reduce waste 
and help hygiene 
through one at a time 
dispensing

Ensure all 
paper is used 
with the stub 
roll feature
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